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The Elephant in the Room: FOCUS 
 

You know, I find it funny -- not like funny, “Haha,” but just funny in general -- that focus was my 
number one issue in practice. Even on those long practice sessions, I’d get eight hours in and 
I’m just like, “I can’t focus, I can’t concentrate, I can’t…” 
 
I always thought it was a “me” thing, and I’ve learned over the years of teaching that it’s not a 
“me” thing, it’s an “us” thing, and really, it’s a society thing. And you may have taken part in this. 
I actually did a poll through my email, I just did a little short survey, I asked you a couple 
questions. 
 
I said,  “Just give me, you know, your top problems when it comes to practice, your top two 
problems, and…” or number one problem, whatever that may be. And without fail, focus was 
number one by two times what any other problem was. The others were scheduling and 
organization, but focus was the number one problem. 
 
That blows my mind, that this thing that I’ve had issues with my entire life is also a problem for 
so many other drummers, or musicians even in any other field. The funny thing about focus is 
it’s not a one-sided problem, it’s not an issue you can approach and, “All right, we took care of 
focus.” 
 
Focus comes from a lot of sides, so focus can be, okay, you have trouble focusing in on a time 
that you could practice every day. Okay, well, that bleeds over into scheduling. You have trouble 
focusing on the topic at hand, so once you get into the practice session, you actually can’t get 
your mind centered enough. 
 
You’re thinking about family or you’re thinking about what you’re going to have for dinner. You’re 
thinking about what your girlfriend or boyfriend said, “Oh, I can’t believe they said that!” or that 
guy who cut you off in traffic. You can’t quiet your brain enough to focus on the task at hand. 
 
Another way focus comes into play is we think multitasking… we live in this great society that 
thinks that multitasking is the way to do things. We think if we can tweet and also return emails 
and practice at the same time it’s going to be as productive. 
 
And studies have shown it takes over 50 percent longer to get a task done when we try to 
multitask while doing it. Okay? So that’s another part of focus, it’s like we’re preoccupied with 
all this other stuff. 
 
Another way focus may come in is, maybe while you’re practicing, you physically want to do 
other things. So in your break time you maybe check your email or you check your Instagram 
or whatever, and those are focus issues because those are motivational issues. 
 
Maybe you checked your Instagram and you saw this guy playing this killer thing, and he’s nine 
years old, and, “Oh, man! I’ll never be able to do that!” and [Whoosh] your self esteem goes. 
Well, that’s a focus issue. 
 
Maybe you checked your email -- which, by the way, I never, ever check my email while I’m 
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practicing. [Laughter] I check my email once, at the most twice a day, but that’s just a “me” 
thing, but never while I’m practicing.  
 
Maybe you get an email from your boss that is bad news. Maybe you own a business and you 
get an email and you’ve lost a long-term client. Maybe… and if that happens to me personally, 
[Whistles, explosion sound] my practice time is gone. 
 
I will not be able to get my mental focus back, and one of the things that you find across all 
fields -- writers, you know, screenplay writers, composers, musicians, artists, whoever it may 
be, their focus is laser-like. Like it’s crazy how focused they are on what they’re trying to do. 
 
You have a composer like Mahler who didn’t even want to see anybody. He made his cook 
approach the building from a different slippery slope just to get to him because he didn’t want 
to see a person until he had done the most important work of the day, because he felt like it 
would ruin his focus. 
 
And so we as a society live in this multitasking, digital age, and you may be listening to this and 
you may be surfing the Internet right now, maybe Googling something like, “How do I fix lack of 
focus?” or tweeting while listening to this, and you’re multitasking right now. 
 
Maybe you’re cooking dinner, I don’t know. Maybe you’re driving. Those are all multitasking 
things and they pull at our focus. So maybe your focus is you’re just not focused on the task at 
hand. 
 
Another issue of focus is you can’t focus on the topic. So you’ve got your mind focused, but all 
of the sudden you’re on this topic and then you go chasing, what I call “chasing rabbits,” or like 
the movie -- was it a Pixar movie? Up, I think it was. “Squirrel!” 
 
You all of the sudden hear this cool lick, and “Oh, I remember that!” and you look that up and 
you want to copy that, and you do that for five minutes, and then you go to the next cool groove. 
And so you can’t focus on a topic, but you are mentally focused. It’s just you’re jumping around 
topics. 
 
So focus, it takes so many forms. I can see why it’s the biggest issue, I can see why it’s your 
biggest problem. How do we fix that? Well, that’s the whole reason I’ve put this course together 
the way I have. It’s the reason I’m leaking it out to you the way I am. 
 
It’s the reason I’m asking you to focus on each one of these five different components of a 
healthy practice routine. One week at a time, I want you to focus in on these different elements. 
So your pre-practice ritual or your… let’s just start with your scheduling. 
 
Your pre pre-practice, your scheduling area, that’s just as important as your pre-practice, which 
is just as important as your warm-up, which is just as important as your learning time, which is 
just as important as your cool-down time. 
 
All of these work together to get you in the frame of mind you need to be in, to put you in the 
place you need to be in, to physically, at the time of day, consistently put you there and get 
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people to leave you alone and be in this flow so that you can go through your practice time and 
get the most out of it, okay? 
 
Focus is going to be your number one enemy. Whenever I give you these things like planning 
a schedule, whenever I go through a course like -- and you might be like, “And I’m not going to 
do those trigger things and that breathing stuff, like… eh, that seems a little bit weird.” 
 
Whenever you go through that and you skip over it, you’re sacrificing some of the elements and 
the reasons I’ve put them in there, and that is to regain things like focus because it’s something 
that goes away and we don’t even know it goes away. 
 
And before we know it, two hours have gone by. That’s all the time we have, and we’ve spent 
it worried about that dog next door that woke us up at 5:00 in the morning -- which you should 
worry about, after your practice session, and eliminate that practice killer. 
Remember the practice killers we’re going to talk about. You can eliminate that, but do it later. 
Don’t do it during your practice session. Focus is going to be your number one enemy. 
 
The reason this whole course is put together the way it is, the reason I’m not at the drum set 
constantly, is because there are some things you’re going to need to work on outside of your 
practice time. 
 
There are some things you’re going to need to do before, some of them long before and after 
your practice session to make sure that you have focus that day and for the next practice 
session. Don’t let focus be your number one practice killer. 
 
Get a hold of your brain, get a hold of your schedule so you can get a hold of your practice time 
and make the most -- and squeeze the most -- out of every minute you have. 
 
 


